From Global to Local Evidence
PINPOINT

Building knowledge is central to the inquiry cycle and
accessing expert knowledge is central to this process.
Helen Timperley

No Salvation

When even Helen Timperley,
warns against unrealistic
expectations, we should
reappraise our hopes for the
power of evidence.

n

GLOBAL EVIDENCE

There can be no guarantee
that any specific teaching
approach will have the
anticipated effect.

Translated into
classroom-ready
HOW2s organised
into a Library.
ACCESS HOW2s

Helen Timperley

Most educational research
is expressed in a way that
is not immediately
accessible by teachers…it
is rarely presented in an
implementable form.

Review data from previous lessons
Identify subject objectives from your SoW
n Identify supportive learning skills
n from the How It Helps menu on the app.
n

ALIGN LEARNING

n

ADOPT HOW2

n

David Hopkins

The Reminder
Such reservations, however,
don’t amount to a dismissal of
the value of evidence. On the
contrary, Helen Temperley again
warns teachers, this time not to
forge ahead with developments
without first consulting the
available evidence.

Based on techniques (specific)
Procedural knowledge (knowing how…)
n Practical visual depictions
n Clear, unambiguous
n High likelihood of success if applied.
n
n

The Disappointment
What turned initial glee to a
more sanguine view of evidence,
was the realisation expressed
by academic David Hopkins
that research wasn’t of much
practical use to teachers. Oh
dear, have we all been duped?

Based on strategies (general)
Declarative knowledge (knowing that…)
n Word-dense abstract descriptions
n Open to misinterpretation
n No guarantee of success if applied.
n

Education’s newest fetish — the
ranking list of effect sizes — is
no more an instant panacea
than previous candidates.

n

Inquiry without reference
to what is already known
to be effective raises the
very real possibility of
reinventing wheels and
wasting valuable teacher
and student learning time.

n
n

ADAPT HOW2

Select the HOW2 technique that best
fits your dual objectives (see above)

Personalise the HOW2 to the profile of
your learners by tweaking:
n the number of steps in the process
n the order of the steps
n the challenge of the task and questions

Helen Timperley

The Realisation

Follow your plan, making any
in-the-moment decisions you need
n Note your students’ responses
n Consider showing the HOW2 to your
n students at the start of the lesson.
n

In the end, as Dylan Wiliam
reminds us, it’s up to teachers
to turn research into their own
meaningful classroom evidence.
The chart opposite shows the
contribution HOW2s make to
this process of transforming
global into local evidence.

n

Teachers have to be
professionals, deciding for
themselves whether the
research is applicable in
this particular context with
my particular students in
the context of what I’m
teaching them.

APPLY HOW2

n

ASSESS IMPACT

Dylan Wiliam
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Select, discuss and interpret a range of
data to assess your students’ learning of:
n subject content objectives
n learning skills objectives
n Return, if needed, to the Adapt phase to
n refine your plans (iterative loop).
n

Capture the alignment of the subject
content objectives, learning skills
n objectives, selected HOW2 and its
n adaptations
n Link to the data evaluated
n Share on the Skills Exchange.
n
n

LOCAL EVIDENCE

